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About This Content
Throwdown even harder with the help of this Incredible Bundle.
This pack includes a ton of good loot for a great deal.
Contents:

1700 Gems
300 Giggitywatts
3,500 Golden Turds
So unwrap some powerful new cards, upgrade them, and continue to battle in the world of Animation Throwdown!
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Title: Animation Throwdown - Incredible Bundle
Genre: Adventure, Free to Play, RPG, Strategy
Developer:
Synapse Games, Chinzilla
Publisher:
Kongregate
Release Date: 21 Jun, 2017
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English,French,Italian,German,Russian
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Awesome game, runs really well on PC too except for when it rains there was a bit of a slow down and had to set the FPS to
variable on the settings. Nero is my all time favorite DMC character and this is a great intro to him. One disappointing thing is
in the special edition you can play as Vergil but it's just Nero's\/Dante's campaign as vergil, there is no new campaign which
makes things a bit repetitive. Overall, fantastic game.. If you want to see a glitchier peg solitaire, this is your game.. This game
does not work.
My friend is not listed in it and he has this game too...
I wanted to play with him but couldn't because he isn't in it.
Please fix.. This game is quite fun. You run around and shoot zombies. You can level up, buy better weapons, and play
multiplayer. Time to nut up or shut up!
. Oh yeah! The game went from awesome to SUPER awesome with this addition. Let me demonstrate:
You have formed Prussia as Teutonic Order. It is time to teach the Polish the true meaning of Prussian discipline. When these
tracks start playing as you declare war, they have already lost...
So, 5\/5. Purely awesomeness to an awesome game.. Really needs to tone down the Social Justice agenda. Tell an interesting
story first, then insert politics. After the mess of Versus I'm not going to be buying anything written by Zachary Sergi again.
This is pure pandering with no substance.. Excellent! Now I can listen to this beautiful soundtrack whenever I want!. After
almost six hours playing this game, my girlfriend asked me if I didn't feel silly playing this game.
Whats silly about building a pack of fishes that shoots lasers?
Pros:
- Interesting gameplay dinamics
- Big variety of fishes wiht big variety of strategies building your pack
- Satisfactory learning curve once you get the hang of it (which sends me to cons)
Cons:
- Weirdest camera I've eve seen.
- Weirdest targeting system.
- Weird maneuverability
Summing up, this game is weird and silly, but is great fun.. Don't let the .1 hours fool you... I played alot of time with Guild 2
and Ren.
The reason it is .1, is because there is a massive bug the devs refused to fix.... you can't repair your ships.
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Stop erasing my championships!. If you have not played this game you need to. Even if you don't want to pay 10 dollars for it,
wait for a sale it's worth it. It can be clunky and frustrating at times, but after the first few hours of blind wandering you can
start to find the magic that made Fallout 2 special. (No pun intended.)
Fallout 2 is Fallout (1) with a new story. This is not news to anyone. Even though I started with Fallout 4, which is FAR
removed from 1 and 2, I can't help but love the gameplay of these two games. In a way, it's sad knowing that Fallout will never
come back to the old style of gameplay, but as long as Fallout 1 and 2 are available to play, it's not that big of a loss.. The early
access version of this game is much more playable using keyboard and mouse than using a gamepad, at least for me. With all
that said, it looks like all the right stuff is there in the game. The controls are easy to get used to and there is a definite beauty
found in the thought 'less is more'.
The music is amazing and transitions from area to area. The control is tight. Death is a part of this game, but the balance
between what you can randomly acquire on your misadventures versus what you can build up between deaths is very nice.
Because there is a balance between the two, I hesitate to call this a 'roguelike', where accomplishment is >90% the skill and
randomness of a run. With all that said, sitting down and blowing stuff up is fun! Looking forward to more content and
challenges ahead.
Some improvements I'd like to see (skipping content requests and keeping everything vague to try to avoid spoilers):
- More granular randomness: the current level seems to be generated in sections. Think of rooms and once you see the same
room fifteen times you have figured out all its secrets. However, you can to a great degree predict which enemies will be where
and the game becomes a grind rather than engaging.
- More AI depth... combined arms. So, when enemies are grouped it's really easy to blow them all up as a group. They spawned
as a group, they die as a group. That's awesome. In keeping with simple AI, allow units in groups to work together. Maybe a big
enemy throws a small enemy at or behind you. Maybe a fast moving enemy picks up one or two small enemies and brings them
with as a sort of earth-shattering kaboom. Perhaps the likelihood of bots to work together increases with the amount of
resources you spend between deaths or uses some other measure. Whatever these combinations are, still keep it simple so that
the learning curve doesn't become a cliff.
Bottom line: for an early access game, what is delivered is rather well polished and full-featured. Everything in this review is
subject to a LOT of change as the game is still in early access.. No one plays the game :(. pros:
- excellent equipment, that can land any fish
- cheap
- funny flashy green colors
cons:
- no bait. you need to reach lvl 5 and buy small living bait to be able to start fishing
- Michigan license absolutely pointless if you don't have lvl 20. and if you are lvl 20 you don't need that pack as you already own
similar equipment
- float fishing only
Conclusion: excellent pack, but if you can afford the predators pack go for the predators pack instead. however, if you buy the
St Patrick, you won't regret it, but keep in mind there is absolutely no bait included
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